June 25, 2019

State Instruction Agenda Session 1

Continuing Education Only
10:00  Conducting, welcome and introduction/overview .......................Ron Litchfield
10:10  Continuing Education for Utah School Bus Driver Certification.....Ron Litchfield
10:20  Continuing Education Certificate Form .........................................Herb Jensen
10:30  LEA Potential Continuing Education Resources ..............................Kris Hadlock
10:40  Resources and LEA Support .............................................................Ron Litchfield
10:50  Continuing Education Q&A ...............................................................Rich Eddington

Professional Development
11:05  Professional Development Introduction ........................................Ron Litchfield, Launi Harden,
11:10  Professional Development .............................................................David Gatti
11:30  Lunch
12:00  Professional Development Continue ..............................................David Gatti
12:35  Canvas Demonstration .................................................................Wade Tishner and JoAnn Baker

Entry Level Driver Instruction Only
1:05  TPR FORM .......................................................................................Wayne Reese
1:20  Entry Level Driver Training Requirements ......................................Roger Swanson, Kris if needed
1:35  Third Party Testing/Drug and Alcohol/Map21 ................................Lane Hadlock
1:50  ELDT Q&A ......................................................................................Lane Hadlock
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